
Back to Basics: 
Translation

Alek Lev (NIC-Master, CI, CT)

Workshop Goal

•We will outline a method for 
translating between two languages 
that will allow us to be more effective 
when we are interpreting between 
two languages.

Sometimes the words matter. 

Sometimes they matter less.

Some things just 
don’t translate

“Don’t look at me in 
that tone of voice.” “E” + “H”

Translation #1 “A” and “B” partner up

Translate your text into ASL.  

No discussion.  
Just go for it.  Interpret!



Partner A give your phone to Partner B. 
Partner B will video you 

(No phone? Use B’s.)

Partner B give your phone to Partner A. 
Partner B will video you 

(No phone? Use A’s.)

1.  Should strive to appear to be a native speaker/signer

2. Should strive to appear to be expressing original 
thoughts, complete with intention, emotion, and with full 
knowledge of the situation’s circumstances 

3. Should strive to produce clear, compelling, persuasive, 
touching, humorous, idiosyncratic, organized, detailed, 
accurate and grammatically acceptable language, as 
necessary.

The interpreter:

There is always more 
work to do.

Translation vs. 
Interpretation

SOURCE LANGUAGE

MEANING

TARGET LANGUAGE

Translation = 
Interpretation + time

FINISH!

Quick translation: Interpreters say  
(or at least think to themselves):

If I only had more time to process,  
my interpretation would be so much better. Would it?



If you had  
more time… 

What would you do?

Translation Goals

•Goal 1: ASL/English proficiency 

•Goal 2: Text analysis


•Goal 3: Producing a translation

GOAL 1: 
ASL/ENGLISH 
PROFICIENCY

Feature (A) 
Time - Topic - Actor - Action - Modal

MODAL: 

Subjective attitude of the speaker: 
 possibility, probability, necessity, obligation, 
permissibility, ability, desire, and contingency. 

could, may, might, must, shall, should, will, 
would,  need.

Feature (A) 
Time - Topic - Actor - Action - Modal

John can watch the movie tomorrow.

Feature (A) 
Time - Topic - Actor - Action - Modal

John can watch the movie tomorrow.
TimeTopicActor ActionModal

Feature (A) 
Time - Topic - Actor - Action - Modal

TOMORROW, MOVIE JOHN WATCH CAN
Time Topic Actor Action Modal

Feature (A) 
Time - Topic - Actor - Action - Modal

Four score and seven years ago, 

Our fathers brought forth upon this continent a new nation



Feature (A) 
Time - Topic - Actor - Action - Modal

Four score and seven years ago, 

Our fathers brought forth upon this continent a new nation

Time

TopicActor Action

Modal (Finish)

Feature (A) 
Time - Topic - Actor - Action - Modal

87 YEARS PAST

NATION NEW, OUR FATHERS BROUGHT FORTH…

Time

Topic Actor Action

Modal (Finish)

Feature (A) 
Time - Topic - Actor - Action - Modal

or: Topic - Comment

The Dodgers game - I watched 
Apple ID password - important I remember

Feature (A) 
Time → Topic → Actor → Action → Modal

Feature (B) 
Big → Small

CONCEPTUAL 
Politics → Party affiliation

SPACIAL 
House → Door → Mail slot

Big → Small: Conceptual

• I played on the baseball team in college.

Big → Small: Spacial

• I put my apple on the table in the dining room.

Feature (A) 
Time → Topic → Actor → Action → Modal

Feature (B) 
Big → Small

Feature (C) 
Rhetorical Questions

Feature (C) 
Rhetorical Questions

• I VACATION TRAVEL WHERE?  FRANCE

Feature (C) 
Rhetorical Questions

• I VACATION TRAVEL WHERE?  FRANCE


• YOU VACATION, TRAVEL WHERE?

Facial Grammar



Feature (C) 
Rhetorical Questions

I VACATION TRAVEL WHERE? FRANCE. 


WE ATE WHAT? BREAD. 


WHERE? PARIS. 


WHY? FRANCE FAMOUS DELICIOUS BREAD. 

When should you use 
rhetorical questions in ASL?

Feature (C) 
Rhetorical Questions

•Used to introduce a new topic


•Used for emphasis

Feature (A) 
Time → Topic → Actor → Action → Modal

Feature (B) 
Big → Small

Feature (C) 
Rhetorical Questions

When I walked through the front door of my 
house yesterday, I saw a lion! 

Feature (A) 
Time → Topic → Actor → Action → Modal

Feature (B) 
Big → Small

Feature (C) 
Rhetorical Questions

Goal 1: ASL/English 
Proficiency

Feature (D) 
English vs. ASL Gut Check

Translation Goals

•Goal 1: ASL/English proficiency


•Goal 2: Text analysis 

•Goal 3: Producing a translation

GOAL 2: 
TEXT ANALYSIS

Goal 2: Text analysis

• Skill A: Understand the meaningful content of source 
language text (information, central idea, emotion) 

• Skill B: Identify overall and moment-to-moment intentions 
of source language text


• Skill C: Identify framing of source language text


• Skill D: Define style, tone, and/or register of source text



Skill A:  
Understand the meaningful content of 

source language text.

i.Information


ii.Central Idea


iii.Emotions/feelings/affect

i. Information
• What are the pieces of information within the text?


• English-to-ASL


• Create “English For Meaning” version


• ASL-to-English


• Create “Gloss” version (optional)


• Create “English for Meaning” version

Skill A:  
Understand the meaningful content of source language text.

Four score and seven years ago, 
our fathers brought forth upon this 
continent, a new nation… 

- Abraham Lincoln

ENGLISH TO ASL

87 years ago, the founders of 
America created a new country on 
this continent… 

English for Meaning

Alcohol is the wellspring of 
most fraternities, and 
evidence shows that 
reducing drinking makes 
them safer. 

- John Hechinger

ENGLISH TO ASL

Most of what goes on in 
fraternities involves alcohol, 
and that can be dangerous. 
People have done studies 
that prove that if people drink 
less alcohol in fraternities, 
those fraternities will be safer.

English for Meaning

ASL to ENGLISH

“bilingualism” = BOTH LANGUAGE LANGUAGE

MY INDIVIDUAL INSIDE SKILL BOTH 
LANGUAGE LANGUAGE 
(BILINGUALISM) AQUIRE AQUIRE. WELL 
(HOW?) THAT SOCIALIZE PARENTS 
FRIENDS RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS 
COMMUNITY ALL IN (ACQUIRE) 
BOTH LANGUAGE LANGUAGE 

“Gloss”

I am bilingual. I have acquired both 
languages. I interacted with people. 
I learned from parents and friends. I 
learned at residential schools and in 
the community. Those are the ways 
that I became bilingual. 

English for Meaning



Skill A:  
Understand the meaningful content of 

source language text.

i.Information


ii.Central Idea 

iii.Emotions/feelings/affect

ii. Central Idea

• What is the most important passage?


• What is the most important sentence?


• What is the most important word?

Skill A:  
Understand the meaningful content of source language text.

Alcohol is the wellspring of 
most fraternities, and 
evidence shows that 
reducing drinking makes 
them safer. 

- John Hechinger

Most Important Word?

MY INDIVIDUAL INSIDE SKILL BOTH 
LANGUAGE LANGUAGE 
(BILINGUALISM) AQUIRE AQUIRE. WELL 
(HOW?) THAT SOCIALIZE PARENTS 
FRIENDS RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS 
COMMUNITY ALL IN (ACQUIRE) 
BOTH LANGUAGE LANGUAGE 

Most Important Sign?

Four score and seven years ago, 
our fathers brought forth upon this 
continent, a new nation… 

- Abraham Lincoln

Most Important Word?

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, 
a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all 
men are created equal. 

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any 
nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a 
great battle-field of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that 
field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that that 
nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this. 

But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate -- we can not consecrate -- we 
can not hallow -- this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who 
struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our poor power to add or 
detract. The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, but 
it can never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be 
dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have 
thus far so nobly advanced.  

It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us 
-- that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause 
for which they gave the last full measure of devotion -- that we here highly 
resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain -- that this nation, under 
God, shall have a new birth of freedom -- and that government of the 
people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, 
a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all 
men are created equal. 

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any 
nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a 
great battle-field of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that 
field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that that 
nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this. 

But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate -- we can not consecrate -- we 
can not hallow -- this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who 
struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our poor power to add or 
detract. The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, but 
it can never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be 
dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have 
thus far so nobly advanced.  

It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us 
-- that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause 
for which they gave the last full measure of devotion -- that we here highly 
resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain -- that this nation, under 
God, shall have a new birth of freedom -- and that government of the 
people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the 
great task remaining before us -- that from 
these honored dead we take increased 
devotion to that cause for which they gave the 
last full measure of devotion -- that we here 
highly resolve that these dead shall not have 
died in vain -- that this nation, under God, shall 
have a new birth of freedom -- and that 
government of the people, by the people, for 
the people, shall not perish from the earth.



It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the 
great task remaining before us -- that from 
these honored dead we take increased 
devotion to that cause for which they gave the 
last full measure of devotion -- that we here 
highly resolve that these dead shall not have 
died in vain -- that this nation, under God, shall 
have a new birth of freedom -- and that 
government of the people, by the people, for 
the people, shall not perish from the earth.

government of the 
people, by the people, for 
the people, shall not 
perish from the earth.

the people

Skill A:  
Understand the meaningful content of 

source language text.

i.Information


ii.Central Idea


iii.Emotions/feelings/affect

iii. Emotions/Feelings/Affect

• What are the emotions/feelings/affect of the speaker and/
or text?

Skill A:  
Understand the meaningful content of source language text.

Four score and seven years ago, 
our fathers brought forth upon this 
continent, a new nation… 

- Abraham Lincoln

Emotions/Feeling/Affect Goal 2: Text analysis
To identify the content, intention, and metalinguistic 
information of a source language text. 

• Skill A: Understand the meaningful content of source 
language text (information, central idea, emotion)


• Skill B: Identify overall and moment-to-moment 
intentions of source language text 

• Skill C: Identify framing of source language text


• Skill D: Define style, tone, and/or register of source text



An “intention” is what you want, 
expressed in terms of a VERB. 

“You can win if you try!”

He wants to inspire 
He wants to lift up 

He wants to comfort 
He wants to reassure

What is the intention? 
AKA: Objective, goal 

This is ALWAYS expressed  
in the form of a VERB. 

This is NEVER expressed 
as an EMOTION. 

Skill B:  
Identify overall and moment-to-moment 

intentions of source language text

•Inform


•Inquire


•Help


•Impress


•Oppose

INFORM

• Abraham Lincoln was the 16th president.

INQUIRE

• Who was the 16th president?

HELP

• The answer to Question 24 is “B) Lincoln”

IMPRESS

• Lincoln was the 16th president and if you want, I 
can name all the others, as well.

OPPOSE

• Lincoln was not the 15th president.

Skill B:  
Identify overall and moment-to-moment 

intentions of source language text

•Inform


•Inquire


•Help


•Impress


•Oppose



INFORM INQUIRE HELP IMPRESS OPPOSE

Regale Solicit Support Amuse Deny

Educate Urge Comfort Flirt Bluff

Elucidate Probe Encourage Charm Manipulate

Lecture Test Praise Seduce Pressure

Inspire Confront Protect Excite Hurt

Amaze Challenge Approve Astonish Attack

A clarification I'm going to run away.

Identify the intention (VERB):

NO!

I'm going to run away.

Identify the intention (VERB):

warn 
threaten

You know what I judge to be the trouble with 
you?  Inferiority complex!  Know what that 
is?  That's what they call it when someone 
low-rates himself!  I understand it because I 
had it too.  Although my case was not so 
aggravated as yours seems to be.  I had it 
until I took up public speaking, developed 
my voice, and learned that I had an aptitude 
for science.  Before that time I never 
thought of myself as being outstanding in 
any way whatsoever!  Yep – that's what I 
judge to be your principle trouble.  A lack of 
confidence in yourself as a person.  You 
know what my strong advice to you is?  
Think of yourself as superior in some way!

Overall intention?

Comparing Intentions
Four score and seven years ago our fathers 
brought forth on this continent, a new nation, 
conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the 
proposition that all men are created equal.


87 years ago, the founders of America 
created a new country on this continent. Of 
primary importance to them was the concept 
of "liberty" and the idea that everyone is 
equal when they are born.


Comparing Objectives
Four score and seven years ago our fathers 
brought forth on this continent, a new nation, 
conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the 
proposition that all men are created equal.


This is an important story, and it requires your 
attention: 87 years ago, men who we call the 
"fathers" created a new country on this 
continent. Of primary importance to them was 
the concept of "liberty" and the idea that 
everyone is equal when they are born.




Goal 2: Text analysis
To identify the content, intention, and metalinguistic 
information of a source language text. 

• Skill A: Understand the meaningful content of source 
language text (information, central idea, emotion)


• Skill B: Identify overall and moment-to-moment intentions 
of source language text


• Skill C: Identify framing of source language text 

• Skill D: Define style, tone, and/or register of source text

Skill C:  
Identify framing of source language text

•Who is talking?


•When was it said / written?


•Where was it said / written?


•What happened before? / What is 
happening in the moment?


•Why was it said / written (this might be 
covered in “intentions”)

MY INDIVIDUAL INSIDE SKILL BOTH 
LANGUAGE LANGUAGE AQUIRE AQUIRE 
WELL THAT SOCIALIZE PARENTS FRIENDS 
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS COMMUNITY ALL IN 
BOTH LANGUAGE LANGUAGE

“Gloss”

Framing

• Who is talking?

• M.J. Bienvenue


• When was it said / written?

• 2014


• Where was it said / written?

• StreetLeverage - Live 2014 talk


• What happened before? / What is happening in 
the moment?


• Bilingualism: Are ASL Interpreters Bilinguals?

• Why was it said / written?

Goal 2: Text analysis
To identify the content, intention, and metalinguistic 
information of a source language text. 

• Skill A: Understand the meaningful content of source 
language text (information, central idea, emotion)


• Skill B: Identify overall and moment-to-moment intentions 
of source language text


• Skill C: Identify framing of source language text


• Skill D: Define style, tone, and/or register of source text

Skill D:  
Define style, tone, and/or register of source text

•Style/Tone


•Speech, theatrical, poetic, personal, 
casual, simple, technical, note, etc.


•Register


•Frozen, formal, consultative, casual, 
intimate

Translation Goals
•Goal 1: ASL/English proficiency


•Goal 2: Text analysis


•Goal 3: Producing a translation

Review:



ASL 101 Pt. 1 
Time → Topic → Actor → Action → Modal

ASL 101 Pt. 2 
Big → Small

ASL 101 Pt. 3 
Rhetorical Questions

Goal 1: ASL/English 
Proficiency

English vs. ASL 
Gut Check

Goal 2: Text analysis
To identify the content, intention, and metalinguistic 
information of a source language text. 

• Skill A: Understand the meaningful content of source 
language text (information, central idea, emotion)


• Skill B: Identify overall and moment-to-moment intentions 
of source language text


• Skill C: Identify framing of source language text


• Skill D: Define style, tone, and/or register of source text

Goal 3:  
Producing a translation

• SKILL: Synthesize language proficiency and text 
analysis and apply these skills to expressing a target 
language text (AKA: Translate!)

• Information (“Gloss” and “English for Meaning”)


• Central Idea (important section/sentence/word)


• Emotion/feeling/affect


• Intentions / overall intentions?


• Framing (who/what/where/when and sometimes why)


• Style / tone / register

Synthesize language proficiency and text analysis and apply 
these skills to expressing a target language text (AKA: Translate!)

SOURCE LANGUAGE

MEANING

TARGET LANGUAGE

• Information (“Gloss” and “English for Meaning”)


• Central Idea (important section/sentence/word)


• Emotion/feeling/affect


• Intentions / overall intentions?


• Framing (who/what/where/when and sometimes why)


• Style / tone / register

Synthesize language proficiency and text analysis and apply 
these skills to expressing a target language text (AKA: Translate!)

MEANING IS:
• Information (“Gloss” and “English for Meaning”)


• Central Idea (important section/sentence/word)


• Emotion/feeling/affect


• Intentions / overall intentions?


• Framing (who/what/where/when and sometimes why)


• Style / tone / register

SOURCE LANGUAGE

MEANING

TARGET LANGUAGE

SOURCE LANGUAGE

TARGET LANGUAGE

• Information (“Gloss” and “English for Meaning”)


• Central Idea (important section/sentence/word)


• Emotion/feeling/affect


• Intentions / overall intentions?


• Framing (who/what/where/when and sometimes why)


• Linguistically induced information (“worthless grammar)


• Style / tone / register



If you had  
more time… 

What would you do?

SOURCE LANGUAGE

TARGET LANGUAGE

• Information (“Gloss” and “English for Meaning”)


• Central Idea (important section/sentence/word)


• Emotion/feeling/affect


• Intentions / overall intentions?


• Framing (who/what/where/when and sometimes why)


• Style / tone / register

Translation #2 
(using same text at #1)

“A” partner with 
another “A”

“B” partner with 
another “B”

Take out the original text, 
and a “Text Analysis” form.

Work together on  
ONE form.

Follow along with me.

Skill A: Understand the meaningful content of source 
language text  

Q1: (Information) Rewrite the text as “English for Meaning”: 

___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

Q2: (Central Idea) What is the most important 
sentence: 

___________________________________________ 

Q3 (Central Idea) What is the most important 
word:  _______________________________ 

 
Q4: Describe the overall 
emotion:___________________________________

Skill B: Identify overall & moment-to-moment 
intentions of source language text 

Q5: On the TEXT ITSELF, note the 
INTENTIONS in the margins 

Q6: What is the overall intention? 
__________________________________________



You know what I judge to be the trouble with 
you?  Inferiority complex!  Know what that 
is?  That's what they call it when someone 
low-rates himself!  I understand it because I 
had it too.  Although my case was not so 
aggravated as yours seems to be.  I had it 
until I took up public speaking, developed 
my voice, and learned that I had an aptitude 
for science.  Before that time I never 
thought of myself as being outstanding in 
any way whatsoever!  Yep – that's what I 
judge to be your principle trouble.  A lack of 
confidence in yourself as a person.  You 
know what my strong advice to you is?  
Think of yourself as superior in some way!

ORIGINAL TEXT (NOT YOUR “English for Meaning” TRANSLATION)

Skill B: Identify overall & moment-to-moment 
intentions of source language text 

Q5: On the TEXT ITSELF, note the 
INTENTIONS in the margins 

Q6: What is the overall intention? 
__________________________________________

Skill C:  
Q7: Identify framing of source language text (See 

SLIDESHOW)

Framing
• Who is talking? HOLDEN CAULFIELD (16 years old)


• When was it said / written? 1951


• Where was it said / written? “CATCHER IN THE 
RYE” (New York City)


• What happened before? / What is happening in the 
moment? WE DON’T KNOW YET


• Why was it said / written (this might be covered in 
“intentions”) WE DON’T KNOW YET

Skill D: Define style, tone, and/or register of 
source text 

Q8: Describe the style / tone of the text:  
_________________________________________ 

Q9: What is the register (circle one):  
Frozen • formal • consultative • casual • intimate

Translate to ASL
You can help each other, 
but you will EACH create 

a translation.

Don’t video yet.

Check Your Work • I CURIOUS, QUESTION: YOUR STORE CLOSE 
TONIGHT, WHEN? CURIOUS.


• “I’m curious, when does your store close tonight? I’m just 
curious.”

English vs. ASL 
Gut Check

“When do you close?”

English vs. ASL 
Gut Check



Check Your Work
• ASL:


• Topic/Comment, Big-to-Small, Rhetorical Questions, 
English vs. ASL


• Does your target have the same information as source?


• Does your target have the same overall intention?


• Does your target have the same overall emotion?


• Does your target have the same style/tone/affect?

Hand your phones to 
your partners. Video your translations.

Comparing Translations
• Are there more (or clearer) ASL grammatical features in 

the 2nd translation? What are they? Gut Check?


• In what ways did the information itself change (if at all)?


• Was the intention made clearer in the 2nd translation?


• Is the framing made more explicit in the 2nd translation? 
(Does it feel more “grounded”?)


• Are there fewer English intrusions in the 2nd translation?


• What else do you notice that has improved?

If you really want to hear about it, the first thing 
you’ll probably want to know is where I was 
born, and what my lousy childhood was like, and 
how my parents were occupied and all before 
they had me, and all that David Copperfield kind 
of crap, but I don’t feel like going into it, if you 
want to know the truth. In the first place, that 
stuff bores me, and in the second place, my 
parents would have two hemorrhages apiece if I 
told anything pretty personal about them. 
They’re quite touchy about anything like that, 
especially my father. They’re nice and all - I’m 
not saying that - but they’re also touchy as hell.

Besides, I’m not going to tell you my whole 
goddam autobiography or anything. I’ll just tell 
you about this madman stuff that happened to 
me last Christmas just before I got pretty run-
down and had to come out and take it easy. I 
mean that’s all I told D.B. about, and he’s my 
brother and all. He’s in Hollywood. That isn’t too 
far from this crumby place, and he comes over 
and visits me practically every week end. He’s 
going to drive me home when I go home next 
month maybe. He’s got a lot of dough, now. He 
didn’t use to. If there’s one thing I hate, it’s the 
movies. Don’t even mention them to me.

CLASS QUESTIONS

• What did you notice, overall, about the translation 
process?


• What do you feel are the most challenging tools for you?


• How will this help in your interpretation work?

One more thing.



Translation Goals

•Goal 1: ASL/English proficiency


•Goal 2: Text analysis


•Goal 3: Producing a translation


•Goal 4: ???

An interpreter who interprets from 
ASL to spoken English:

3. Should strive to produce clear, 
compelling, persuasive, touching, 
humorous, idiosyncratic, organized, 
detailed, accurate and grammatically 
acceptable language, as necessary.

Be a good “writer”

Writing
• Language (Acquired)


• Communicating (Learned)


• Public speaking (Learned)


• Storytelling (Learned)


• Poetry (Learned)


• Fiction (Learned)


• Non-fiction (Learned)


• Journalism (Learned)


• Teaching (Learned)

… or you’re just a natural.

Goal 4: Be a Good Writer
In order to be a good translator or a good interpreter, you 
need to be confident in your ability to quickly produce 
language (spoken, written, or signed) that is:  

• clear

• compelling

• persuasive

• touching

• humorous

• idiosyncratic

• organized

• detailed

• accurate

• grammatically acceptable

Translation Goals

•Goal 1: ASL/English proficiency


•Goal 2: Text analysis


•Goal 3: Producing a translation


•Goal 4: Being a good writer

When you produce a translation or an 
interpretation in the target language… 

You are writing.

Good writing comes from 
reading good writing.



Make no mistake, I am not bashing Jersey. It 
is my home, where I was born and bred, and 
is my absolute favorite place on God’s green 
Earth. We have beautiful beaches, miles of 
shopping malls, the best food in the country, 
and the world’s greatest city on minutes 
outside the door. If you’ve ever been here, I 
don’t need to tell you, you’ve already learned 
for yourself. And if you haven’t… Well, then 
please don’t believe everything you’ve ever 
seen on TV.

It was rather that the astronauts were the core 
of some magnetic human force called 
Americanism, patriotism or Waspitude, and if 
they were finally the men of all the men on earth 
to take the first step on the way to the stars, 
who was to say it was not the first step back to 
the stars, first step back to joining that 
mysterious interior material of the stars, that 
iron of communion with cosmic origins? Indeed, 
who could be absolutely certain that the 
astronauts were not men finally forged out of 
some powerful equivalent in their blood of the 
stars’ iron… men created out of an impulse so 
deep that the metaphor of iron is re-engaged…

In conclusion…

Interpreting with the Tools of Translation

TRANSLATION INTERPRETATION

NATIVE-LIKE FLUENCY NATIVE-LIKE FLUENCY

Write “English for meaning” and “gloss” to 
understand BASIC INFORMATION.

Extend PROCESSING TIME to ascertain full 
meaning of language chunk.

Find most important passage, sentence, and 
word to determine CENTRAL IDEA

Make note of a word or phrase that seems to 
encapsulate CENTRAL IDEA

Describe the overall EMOTION Describe the overall EMOTION

Identify the INTENTIONS ALWAYS identify INTENTIONS

Identify the FRAMING
Be on constant lookout for clues to FRAMING 

(Who, what, where, when)

Define STYLE / TONE Define STYLE / TONE

Define REGISTER Define REGISTER

Workshop Goal
If you become more comfortable 

translating…. 

Then you will be more comfortable 
interpreting.

Back to Basics: 
Translation

Alek Lev (NIC-Master, CI, CT)


